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NGCV Portfolio Overview
The Next Generation Combat Vehicle (NGCV) Cross-Functional Team (CFT) leads the Army’s effort to modernize the Army’s next generation of combat vehicles.
Optionally Manned Fighting Vehicle

WHAT: An optionally manned platform that replaces the Bradley Fighting Vehicle and is designed to maximize MUM-T
options with RCV and other combat platforms.
WHY: Maneuvers Soldiers to a point of positional advantage to engage in close combat and deliver decisive lethality during
the execution of combined arms maneuver, while simultaneously controlling maneuver robotics and semi-autonomous
systems. Revolutionary in its future ability to control and pair with Robotic Combat Vehicles in an MDO environment.
HOW: Design based on a modified, commercial off-the-shelf system, with an emphasis on future size, weight, architecture,
power, and cooling growth. Field the vehicle in increments to allow for the continued incorporation of technological
innovations. First operational unit equipped in FY26.

Robotic Combat Vehicles

WHAT: Light, Medium, and Heavy Robotic Combat Vehicles that deliver decisive lethality, increased situational awareness,
and formation overmatch in a future multi-domain battle operational environment.
WHY: Stretches the multi-domain operations close area; allows unmanned platforms make contact with the enemy before
our Soldiers, while achieving overmatch (decisive mobility, survivability, and lethality) against future operating environment
threats.
HOW: Three (3) increasingly complex experimentation and capability demonstrations, involving both government and
industry platforms, between FY20-23. Decision to procure or continue experimenting on initial RCV capability NLT FY23.

Armored Multi-Purpose Vehicle

WHAT: Replacement for M113 Family of Vehicles in Armored Brigade Combat Teams (General-Purpose, Mortar
Carrier, MEDEVAC, Medical Treatment (battalion aid station), and Mission Command).
WHY: Addresses M113 shortcomings in: survivability and force protection; size, weight, power, and cooling; and
ability to incorporate future technologies and maneuver at the pace of Next Generation Combat platforms.
HOW: New vehicle build; design based on Bradley chassis with ability to integrate future technologies. First
operational unit equipped FY22.

Mobile Protected Firepower

WHAT: An armored vehicle (light tank) that provides precise, large caliber, long range direct fires for Infantry Brigade
Combat Teams.
WHY: Improve Infantry Brigade Combat Team protection and firepower capabilities; e.g. neutralize prepared
positions, heavy machine guns, and armored vehicle threats.

Future Decisive Lethality

HOW: Accelerated acquisition; leverage and integrate existing and mature combat systems. First operational unit
equipped in FY25.
Formerly Next Generation Tank / Optionally Manned Tank. Study starts FY2020.
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RCV Decisive Lethality Continuum

Increasing on
Platform Lethality

• On-board direct fire
• Increased onboard lethality to defeat
• Limited on-board lethality (self
weapon systems defeat all
some Tier I threats (medium cannon
defense, ATGM, recoilless
Tier I threats
/
multiple
ATGM
/
recoilless
large
weapons); Intelligent network
cannon)
• Off-board sensor systems
cues appropriate MDO (offdevelop COP.
•
Sensor
package
to
establish
enemy
board) strike to provide
COP for MDO strike for remaining
• Non-expendable system.
decisive lethality
targets
• “Human”
• Robust Sensor package to
• Attritable .
establish enemy COP (UAV
integration).
• Expendable.
Intelligent Network leverages sensor-data to optimize multi-domain strikes

Increasing Platform Survivability and Cost

Notional RCV Vehicle max size/weight constraints (Based on limits for different air transportability envelopes)
RCV Light (L)

RCV Medium (M)

< 7 Ton GVW
Transport one RCV(L) by
Rotary Wing

10 Ton GVW
Transport one RCV (M) by
C-130

RCV Heavy (H)
~20 Ton GVW
Transport two RCV (H) by C-17

Notional pictures for representative vehicle characteristics only, not to be considered an endorsement or preference to any specific system or subsystem
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Conceptual RCV Requirements
Attribute

RCV (L) Mission Set
(Reconnaissance): Rapidly
develops COP with robust
sensor array and facilitates
Joint/Combined Arms
Strike.

RCV (M) Mission Set (AT
Augmentation): Develop COP w/
sensors while defeating some threat
materiel targets with onboard direct fire
weapon systems.

RCV (H) Mission Set (DL
Wingman): Maneuvers to destroy
all types of threat materiel targets;
augmenting BCT direct fire
capability.

Mobility

Tele-op speed of 25 miles
per hour; silent drive

Tele-op speed of 25 miles per hour; silent
drive

Tele-op speed of 25 miles per hour;
silent drive

One RCV (L) per CH47 Sling
Load (< 7 tons); Airdroppable

One RCV (M) per C130 (< 10 tons)

Two RCV (H) per C17 (< 30 tons)

Lethality

Defeats troops and trucks

Defeats APCs

Defeats tanks and fortifications

Sensor
Package

AIDTR, tethered UAS, 360
SA

AIDTR, tethered UAS, 360 SA

AIDTR, HFD, tethered UAS, 360 SA

Sensors

Sensors and lethality

> 105mm

Smoke
Wire obstacle breach
On-board CBRNE detection
Amphibious capability

Smoke
Obstacle reduction
UAS CBRNE detection, on-board
detection
Amphibious capability

Smoke
Obstacle reduction
UAS/Marsupial CBRNE detection,
onboard detection

Transportability

Survivability
Mission Support
Augmentation
Options
(Chassis must
have “hooks” for
each capability)
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RCV Critical Attribute Hierarchy
These attributes are arrayed vertically from
highest to lowest priority.

RCV

Situational
Awareness
(MAVEN Compliant)

AI-Enabled
Lethality

Network/

Maneuver

Assured Control

Expanded
Warfighter
Functions

Common Platform
Enablers

Sensing &
Perception

By-Wire Lethality
control

By-Wire Vehicle
Control

Mission Command

Human Machine
Interface

CEMA
Attack/Deception

Target Detection

AI-assisted lethality
and fire control

MUMT Maneuver
Reasoning

Comms
Architecture

MUMT Open
Architectures

Obscuration

Sensor-Shooter Link

Fire Control

Behaviors in a
Complex
Environment

PNT

Sustainment

CBRNE Recon

Weapon System
and Ammunition
Handling

AI for Mobility

Suite of
Munitions

CEMA

Breach Capabilities

Resilience

Broadband Cellular
Transport Layer

Mobility/ CounterMobility
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RCV Campaign Plan
RCV(L) Early
PoR

RCV(M) Early
PoR

FY23 Decisive
Lethality DP

Approve Campaign Plan

Phase 1: RCV Surrogates (drive-by-wire M113s) controlled by two Mission Essential Tech-Demonstration (MET-D) Bradleys to evaluate a Manned-Unmanned Teaming (MUMT)
formation’s ability to conduct reconnaissance tasks

Phase 2: Two four-vehicle platoons of Modified-Off-the-Shelf RCV Prototypes, coupled with the surrogates from Phase I, and six enhanced Bradleys demonstrate a MUMT formation’s
ability to conduct offensive and defensive tasks and inform future requirements for the RCV (L) and RCV (M).

Phase 3: Three four-vehicle, purpose-built RCV platoons, controlled by the Phase II MET-D Bradleys, demonstrate a MUMT
formation’s ability to conduct a complex breach and subsequent offensive and defensive tasks. This capstone experiment ultimately
informs the FY23 Decisive Lethality Decision Point.

RCV(L) EUCOM Experiment: TARDEC is adding a modular mission payload to four SMETs and integrating them into a EUCOM exercise in 3QFY20. The SM feedback from this
experiment will help inform the RCV(L)’s requirements.
Virtual Experiments: FY19 VEs focus on developing
hypotheses for the upcoming live experiments. Pending
available resources, FY20 experiments will expand into
Company-level operations oriented on each particular RCV
variant. In FY21, the CFT will explore the possible of
incorporating RCV concepts into a Warfighter exercise.
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NGCV CFT
AI Problem Set
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Autonomous Mobility
Robotic Combat Vehicles (RCVs) must conduct off-road
maneuver both alone, and in tandem with other manned
and unmanned vehicles, in all weather conditions and
terrain. Natural and man-made obstacles are prolific in
this environment.
-

-

-

RCVs must conduct cross-country maneuver optimizing whatever a priori
data is available prior to mission execution (to include none).
RCVs must effectively react to negative obstacles.
RCVs must effectively rationalize all obstacles in their path (including
moving, obscured and negative obstacles).
The Wireless Assured Control Data Link has security requirements that
reduce bandwidth and increases latency thus further demonstrating the
need for autonomous behaviors.
Algorithm and behavior development must meet current open robotic
architectures and standards developed under IOP, ROS-M, and AGVRA.
Use or disclosure of data contained on the page is subject to restrictions on title page.
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AI-Assisted Detection and Target Recognition
AI-Assisted Detection and Target Recognition (AIDTR)
will enable RCVs to rapidly develop a commander’s
common operational picture (COP) by leveraging AI to
detect and recognize threat vehicles faster and more
efficiently than a human. In turn, AIDTR must populate
an aggregate COP, analyze threat patterns and habits,
and make recommendations to the commander.
-

-

Contrasting problem sets akin to the civilian world, AIDTR is searching for things that do not
want to be found (stop sign vs. camouflaged tank).
AIDTR is essential for reducing the cognitive burden of the two-man crew. In simple terms, if
the machine is able to hunt and find the threat, humans can focus their attention on other
tasks or controlling multiple vehicles.
AIDTR must be performed on the move and able to function in all environmental conditions
while de-cluttering a complex battle space.
Providing adequate training data to develop algorithms is a challenge. Further, an adequate
data base of threat vehicles appearing as they would under thermal optics does not exist.
We must rely on synthetic training data to develop and train AIDTR.
Use or disclosure of data contained on the page is subject to restrictions on title page.
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Human Agent Interaction
If RCVs are to be a value-added asset to future
formations, we must transition from two humans
controlling one machine to one human controlling many
machines.
-

-

-

We must transition from direct-supervised telop to a system that can
operate on commander’s intent. Ideally, the operator only needs to
intervene when giving the RCV permission to engage a target.
Human interaction must evolve into a form similar to that of a manned crew.
Specifically, RCVs must be able to execute a tactical task after receiving
voice commands or hand and arm signals.
Success is inversely proportional to the amount of time an operator spends
looking at his/her control station.
The current interface supports a driver and a gunner commanding one
RCV. The interface of the future must focus on one operator controlling
multiple RCVs, UASs, and marsupial robots without transcending his/her
cognitive load limit.
Use or disclosure of data contained on the page is subject to restrictions on title page.
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Additional AI Challenges
• Health and usage monitoring systems.
• On-board preventative maintenance and health monitoring
systems reduce the operator’s cognitive burden by
leveraging AI to analyze system performance and make
recommendations for both immediate and future
maintenance requirements.
• Vehicle Paired UAS
• UASs with way-point navigation and AIDTR capability
expand the operator’s understanding of the RCV’s operating
environment while creating a minimal addition to his/her
cognitive workload.
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NGCV CFT
Tech Challenges
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RCV Tech Challenges
Tech Challenge 1 Description
Ruggedized passive sensors.
Currently using COTS automotive-grade active sensors. New technology reduces infrared signature, but still
requires significant ruggedization. Our goal is to integrate rugged and passive sensors on our PH III Purpose-Built
Prototypes.
Objective: 1QFY20/ NLT: 4QFY20
Tech Challenge 2 Description
AI-Enabled Target Detection and Recognition
The AIDTR timeline states that this technology will not be TRL 6 until after FY23. At endstate, we require a AIDTR
system that utilizes thermal optics and is capable of leveraging AI-enabled target detection algorithms while the
vehicle is moving.
Objective: 4QFY21
Tech Challenge 3 Description
Tethered UAS with advanced detection capabilities, “slew-to-cue” functionality, and the ability to fly while vehicle
is moving.
We are not aware of a tethered UAS that can designate targets, detect muzzle flashes/audio signatures, slew a
vehicle’s primary weapon system to orient on a threat, retransmit an assured tether control, and fly while the
vehicle is moving.
Objective: 1QFY20/ NLT: 4QFY20
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